
How to pay for school lunch? 

Go to the website www.tartu.ee/arno  

1. Click on SISENE (enter) 

 

2. You can log in using the Estonian ID 
card (ID kaart), mobile ID (mobiil ID) or the 
bank log in credentials (sisene panga 
kaudu). You can choose how you want to 
log in. 

  

 

 

GOOD TO KNOW! 

During the first log-in you need to enter your email and 
phone number. This is used so that the system can send 
you notifications when the balance of the lunch money in 
your account is ending or is already negative. This way 
you will always know when it’s time to make a new 
payment.  

 

 

3. After you have successfully logged into the system, you will see the following page, where you can 
start choosing you child’s lunch. Choose KOOLILÕUNA (school lunch).  

 

 



4. Next you will see your child’s data and start choosing. Two most important things you can do on 
this page are the following:  

MÄÄRA KOOLITOIT (specify the school lunch) 

MAKSMINE (payment) 

In addition, you can see the history of payments (ARVELDUSTE AJALUGU) and the refund of the lunch 
money (TOIDURAHA TAGASTAMINE) 

 

 

5. Now you need to choose your lunch option (KOOLILÕUNA PAKETI MÄÄRAMINE) 

You have 3 options: 

KOOLILÕUNA (regular school lunch that is eaten by the majority of the students;  includes meat – 
usually pork or chicken, sometimes fish) 

XL (large lunch that is served separately has bigger portions and does not have soup days) 

TAIMETOIT (vegetarian menu) 

You can also see the daily prices and the part that you need to pay. (NB! This an example so keep in 
mind that your prices might be a bit different) 

VANEMA OSALUS (the parent’s part of the lunch fee – needs to be paid by you) 

RIIGI TOETUS (the government’s support – is paid for you) 

KOV TOETUS (local support by the city government – is paid for you) 

On the left you can see LAPSE LÕUNASÖÖGI PAKETT (the child’s lunch packet) 

There you choose your preferred option under UUS TOIDUPAKETT (new lunch packet) 

and the date when your child starts eating according to this packet – KEHTIB ALATES (valid from).  
This should be 4th September because no lunch is served on the 1st day of school.  

Then click SALVESTA JA TAGASI (save and return) 



NB! The preferred lunch option has to be chosen before the 1st of September in order for your child 
to receive the correct lunch.  

 

5.1 You can also choose an optional lunch packet which is HOMMIKUPUDER (morning porridge) that 
is served in the morning. This will cost extra 0,70€ per day. And this can be done after you click 
SALVESTA & TAGASI and choose MUUDA LISAPAKETTI (change the optional packet) from the right 
after your child’s name.  

6. Payment 

 There is also the payment section on the same page.  Just click MAKSMINE (payment) on the right 
after your child’s name.  You will be directed to the payment link where you can pay the correct sum.  

You can pay one month at a time or for a longer period. Just multiply the school days with the daily 
lunch fee (only the parent’s part). The system calculates the average monthly fee for you considering 
that there are 21 school days in a month on average but the real number of school days depends on 
the month and the school holidays. So you need to consider that as well.  

You need to have a bank account in one of the following banks in order to pay for the lunch - 
Swedbank, SEB, LHV Pank, Nordea. Please contact me if you do not have a bank account in any of the 
banks. I’ll contact the Educational department in Tartu and find an alternative way to pay for the 
school lunch.  

NB! When you have more than one child at school then you need to pay for each of them separately.  

 



 

7. When your child has been absent... 

When your child is absent from school then you need to mark this in ARNO as well so you won’t be 
charged for lunch on these days.   

Click on TEATA PUUDUMISEST (inform about the absence) and enter the dates when you child will be 
absent.  When you do this before 3pm on the previous day then it will be effective already on the 
next day.  

You can choose to cancel school lunch when you decide that you child won’t be having school lunch 
anymore. Then click LOOBU KOOLITOIDUST (cancel the lunch packet) and enter date when you want 
to stop the contract.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



8. Refund 

You can also apply for a refund if your child has been absent. This can be done under TOIDURAHA 
TAGASTAMINE. This can also be done when you are leaving school and there is still money on the 
lunch account so you won’t lose any money. But you don’t need to apply for a refund after your child 
has been absent because the money is automatically transferred to the next period.  

  

Changing the lunch packet 

You can change the lunch packet for the next month by choosing MUUDA KOOLITOITU.  

This has to be done before the 25th of the previous month.  

 

 

 

 


